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Questions
(1) Aim High 2
Unit 3 Town and country
Vocabulary
1. Choose the suitable answer(s) between a, b, c or d:
1- She................her hair blonde.

a) dead

b) died

c) dyed

d) dying

2- The...................report gives a breakdown of the company's income.

a) treasurer’s

b) clerk’s

c) librarian’s

d) driver’s

3- ................ always move to the places where there is food for their

animals.
a) Refugees

b) Emigrants

c) Commuters d) Nomads

4- Few businesses are....................in the present economic climate.

a) rusting

b) thriving

c) founding

d) filling

5- When I suggested walking, she simply....................

a) sight

b) side

c) sighed

d) groaned

6- A …………… is someone who travels a lot and visits a lot of

countries.
a) commuter

b) refugee

c) nomad

d) globetrotter

7- Many people work in the city centre but live in the............................

a) resorts
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8- The town was................after years of bombing during the war.

a) originally
b) enormous
c) thriving
d) in ruins
9- Mexican farm workers................to the USA each year to find work at
harvest time.
a) ruin

b) brake

c) migrate

d) surround

10- I found an old and...............washing machine at my grandparents’
house.
a) rusting

b) junk

c) rubbish

d) dust

2- Complete using the following words:
industrialized – storey – abandoned – do – make – floor neighbourhood
1- The building is empty and............................No one uses it anymore.
2- I live in a four-................house and my bedroom is at the top.
3- It’s an........................area. There are factories, but no

houses.
4- “Can I.................an appointment to see the doctor, please?”
5- 5- Our...................is extremely quiet.

3- Rewrite:
1- Governments are sending aids to the people who have left their homes.

(refugees)
.................................................................................................................
2- My uncle is a person who travels a lot.

( globetrotter)

.................................................................................................................
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3- This house consists of five floors.

(It's)

.................................................................................................................
4- There are a lot of workers who travel to and from work in Cairo.

(commuters)
.................................................................................................................
5- This company contains many people from different countries.

(cosmopolitan)
.................................................................................................................
(b) Grammar
1- Choose the correct word:
1- There isn’t ............... traffic on the road.
a) some

b) any

c) much

2- There’s ............... clothes shop near the florist's.
a) the
b) an
c) a

d) many
d) no article

3- I hate................cold coffee.
a) the
b) an
c) a
d) no article
4- Oh! These chips are horrible. There isn’t.............salt on them.
a) some

b) any

c) much

d) many

5- We have................ money right now. We should go out for dinner

another time.
a) little

b) a little

c) few

d) a few

6- She took a sandwich and a piece of cake, but she didn’t

eat..............cake.
a) the
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7- My brother went to...................hospital because he was sick.

a) the

b) an

8- Would you like...................tea?
a) some
b) any

c) a
c) much

9- Oprah Winfrey has got..................of money.
a) lot
b) lots
c) few

d) no article
d) many
d) any

10- Have you been to................USA?
a) the
b) an
c) a
d) no article
11- My grandfather owns..................old house in the village.
a) the

b) an

c) a

d) no article

12- My elder brother went to...............school to meet my teachers.
a) the

b) an
c) a
13- The earth moves around............sun.
a) the

b) an

c) a

d) no article
d) no article

14- .................. winter is a cold season.
a) The

b) An

c) A

d) No article

15- My aunt is...................nurse.
a) the

b) an

c) a

d) no article

2- Rewrite the following sentences:
1-I don’t have enough money to buy a new car.

(little)

………………………………………………………………………………… .
2- He bought a lot of bread last night.

(many)

………………………………………………………………………………… .
3- Help yourself to a biscuit. There are one or two left in the tin. (few)

………………………………………………………………………………… .
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4- My days are so busy that I don't have much time for relaxation.

(little)
………………………………………………………………………………… .
5- There are no plates on the table.

(any)

………………………………………………………………………………… .
6- She always drinks many glasses of water.

(a lot)

………………………………………………………………………………… .
7- There are a few qualified employees in this company. (many)

………………………………………………………………………………… .
8- My brother has little information about the new president. (much)

………………………………………………………………………………… .
9- I don’t have many friends.

(few)

………………………………………………………………………………… .
10- I have no time for people like him.

(much)

………………………………………………………………………………… .
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Unit (4) Heroes
1) Choose the right answer:
1- The match was so slow that we became.................and left early.
a) boring

b) bored

c) embarrassed

d) embarrassing

2- We weren’t just frightened, we were absolutely............................
a) terrifying

b) terrified

c) thrilled

d) thrilling

3- When I broke my leg, it wasn’t just painful, it was......................
a) intense

b) dazed

c) agonizing

d) exceptional

4- The result of the exam was............... I thought it was going to be

good, but it wasn’t.
a) exciting

b) excited

c) disappointing

d) disappointed

5- Climbing the mountain was...................but the view from the top was

amazing.
a) surprising

b) exhausted

c) distressed

d) exhausting

6- It was a......................story, I didn’t want it to end.
a) gripping

b) intelligent

c) dreadful

d) intense
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7- He rescued four people. He was a …………person.
a) heroism

b) heroic

c) heroine

d) coward

8- He kept asking for some money. He asked..................times.
a) award

b) outstanding

c) countless

d) horrified

9- Her performance on the stage was so………..That it received loud

applause.
a) outstanding

b) excited

c) crawl

d) dazed

10- The news report was so..................... that I had to switch it off.
a) exciting

b) dreadful

c) civilian

d) distressed

2) Complete:
investigate – terrific – horrific – award – chase –
terrified – rescue
1- While walking through the street, I saw a.............................accident.
2- When the light went out, I was...........................of dark as a child.
3- Police has been called in to.............................the murder.
4- They shouted for help, but nobody came to.............................them.
5- She was nominated for the best actress...............................
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3) Rewrite:
1- The argument with my friend was very annoying. (annoyed)
..........................................................................................................
2- I was very excited while watching the football match. (exciting)

..........................................................................................................
3- Shopping with my sister was exhausting, but I enjoyed it.

(exhausted)
................................................................................................................
4- I was really embarrassed when I fell off my chair. (embarrassing)

..........................................................................................................
5- It is very surprising to see you here.

(surprised)

..........................................................................................................
Grammar
1) Choose:
1- Asia is …………………………. continent in the world.
a- the biggest

b- bigger

c- biggest

d- bigger than

2- He is ……………………..mean to pay for my coffee.
a- very

b- such

c- too

d- so

3- Noha is as pretty ……………………………… Basma.
a- than

b-so

c- as

d- the

4- These jeans aren’t dry ……………………….. to wear.
a- too
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5- January is …………………………than February.
a- long

b- longer

c- longest

d- as long

6- Things could be……………………….in a footballer’s career.

a- worst

b- worse

c- badly

d- more

7- Brown bread is …………………………..white bread.
a- healthier than

b- healthy

c- healthy as

d- as healthy

8- Ali isn’t ………………………………… as his friend.
a- more clever

b- cleverer

c- so clever

d-cleverest

9- I like sushi, but Chinese food is ………………………….
a- better

b- the better

c- more better

d- better than

10- My sister is…………. student in her class.
a- Smarter than

b- the smarter

c- the most smart

d- the smartest

11- Those books are ……………….. the other books.
a- expensive than

b-more expensive than

c- most expensive than

d- the most expensive

12- Salma is old ……………………….to drive.
a- too

b- as

c- enough

d-very

13-There were ………..many questions to answer, so I only did three.
a- as
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14- The coffee was ……………hot to drink.
a- enough

b- too

c- as

d- very

15- We haven’t got …………….time to take a holiday this year.
a- too

b- enough

c- as

d- very

2) Rewrite the following sentences:
1- The shirt is so small that I can’t wear .

(too)

……………………………………………………………………….
2- Ahmed is 18 years old . He can vote in the elections. (enough)
…………………………………………………………………………
3- You can buy this game . It’s cheap.

(enough)

………………………………………………………………………….
4- This skirt is not my size .It’s not big enough.

(too)

…………………………………………………………………………
5- The room and the hall are the same size.

(big)

…………………………………………………………………………
6- No mountain in the world is higher than Everest.

(Everest)

…………………………………………………………………………
7- Ramy has a lot of money, so he can buy a car.

(enough)

………………………………………………………………………..
8- She is too young to get married.

(enough)

…………………………………………………………………….
9- I can’t understand this lesson.

(too)

………………………………………………………………………
10- His camera cost him much more than mine.(My camera wasn’t so)
…………………………………………………………………………………..
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Literature
Dr Jekyll & Mr Hide
1) Answer the following questions:
1- What did Dr Jekyll ask Mr Utterson to promise?
2- Utterson took the letter to Mr Guest. Illustrate.
3- What did Dr Henry Jekyll give Mr Gabriel Utterson? Why?
4- How did Utterson find Dr Lanyon on the visit? Why was he shocked?
5- Who was the new inheritor?
6- Hyde was an evil character. Compare him with Dr Jekyll's.
7- How was the end of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde?

2) Comment:
1. "Have you heard the news?"
2. "I have lost confidence in myself, so you can do whatever you think

is best."
3. "As I seal up my confession, it is truly the last of Henry Jekyll."
4. "We will lock the laboratory, and I will call the police after reading

these documents."
5. "Have you got it? Have you got it?"
6. "I have had a shock, and I will never recover from it."
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Poetry
Day
Questions with model answers:1. What is the main idea of the poem?
2. Who wrote the poem?
3. Speak about the structure of the poem.
4. What is the rhyme scheme of the poem?
5. Paraphrase the first stanza.
6. Paraphrase the second stanza.
7.Paraphrase the fourth stanza.
8.Complete the following stanza.
'I am busy , ' said the rain .
…………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………
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Poetry
Tiger
Questions
1.What is the structure of the poem?
2.Who wrote Tiger?
3.What is the main idea of this poem?.
4.William Blake asks many questions in this poem. Illustrate
5- Complete the stanza, paraphrase it and pick out 2 figures of speech.
Tiger ! Tiger ! burning bright.
……………………………………
…………………………………….
……………………………………..
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Click on
Model Exam (1)
1) Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue:
Adel: Excuse me! Is there a post office in this area?
Police officer: …………………………………………………………
Adel: Where is it?
Police officer: ………………………………………………………….
Adel: Is it far from here?
Police officer: No, …………………………………………………….
Adel: Thanks.
2) Write what would you say in the following situations:
1- You want to invite your friend to go to the cinema with you.

…………………………………………………………………………………
2- Your friend asks you to describe your house.

…………………………………………………………………………………
3) Read the following passage then answer the questions:
Once, a dog stole a big bone from a butcher’s shop. It ran
away very fast. The butcher shouted,”Stop thief” but no one could
stop it. Outside the village there was a small river. The dog
stopped there and started to eat the bone. When it looked down
into the water, it saw another dog with a bone in its mouth. The
dog wanted to take the bone from the other dog. It opened its
First Term
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mouth to get it but the bone it was carrying fell into the water and
sank deep down the river.
A- Answer the questions:
1- What did the butcher do when the dog stole the bone?

………………………………………………………………………………
2- What did the dog see in the river?

………………………………………………………………………………
B- Choose the correct answer:
3- The story tells us not to……………..

A- be happy.

B- be greedy.

C- eat boners. D- run away.

4- At the end, the dog got…………..

A- the second bone.

B- the first bone.

C- nothing.

D- the two bones.

4) Choose the correct answer:
1- My father and mother are my (parents- grandparents- children).
2- She is ( single- married- alone) with two children.
3- There is a pillow on my ( cooker- bed- radio) 4- I (wonder- admire-

imagine) her intelligence.
5- I’m crazy (of- in- about) football.

5) Rearrange to make correct sentences:
1- often- tennis -We – play- Fridays- on.

………………………………………………………………………………….
2- house- very- beautiful- big- is- It's– garden- with- a.

…………………………………………………………………………………
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3- watching- films- science- like- fiction- Do – you ?.

…………………………………………………………………………………
4- wrinkles- usually- got- Old – have- people. .

…………………………………………………………………………………..
5- phone – your – Can – give –number – me – please –you?

…………………………………………………………………………………
6) Read and correct the underlined words:
1- The flat is in the third floor.

…………………………………………………………….
2- I’m proud with my mother.

………………………………………………………………..
3- Are there some plants in the living room?

…………………………………………………………………
4- He sometimes reading a story before he goes to bed.

…………………………………………………………………
5- Who pen is this?

………………………………………………………………..

7) Write a paragraph of five sentences on your favorite film:
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
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8) A) Translate into Arabic
The ancient Egyptians were the first people to divide the day into 24
parts.
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
B) Translate into English:
وحه وعيش في مىزل عصري بً تالت حجرات ووم
…………………………………………………………………………………
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Model Exam (2)
1) Supply the missing parts in the following mini dialogue:
Ahmed:………………………………………………….?
Ali: No, I don't play tennis on Mondays.
Ahmed: Would……………………..……………..……?
Ali: Oh. I'd love to.
Ahmed: Do you enjoy watching the film?
Ali: Yes,…………………………………………..………
2) Write what would you say in the following situations:
1- Invite someone to your birthday party.

……………………………………..………………………
2- Ask your friend about his father's job.

……………….……………………………………………..
3) Read the following passage then answer the questions:
The Sahara Desert is the largest desert in the world. People
often travel by camel. The Gobi Desert is the coldest desert in the
world. Nearly half of Australia ia a desert. You can see kangaroos
there. The Arabian Desert has the most sand and lots of sand
dunes. There is lots of oil in the Turkestan Desert. San people live
in the Kalahari Desert in southern Africa.
A- Answer the questions:
1- How many deserts are there in the passage?
………………………………………..……………..…..
2 – Which desert has got lots of oil?
……………………………………………….…………..
First Term
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B – Choose the correct answer:
3 – The coldest desert is the ( Kalahari – Gobi – Arabian ).
4 – Nearly half of Australia is ( water – gas – sand )

4 –Read and correct the underlined words:
1- She often go swimming.
2- These is tables
3- We can buy rice at the butcher's.
4- Yes, she hasn't got a cat.
5- I can see a childern.

5 – Rearrange to make correct sentences:
1- a –next– there – bank – Is –to – post office – the ?

……………………………………………………………………
2- like – brother – jazz – My – doesn't.

……………………………………………………………………
3- he – like – What – look – does?

……………………………………………………………………
4- can –at – You– harbour – see – the – ships.

……………………………………………………………………
5- guitar – They – the – playing – like.

……………………………………………………………………
6 – Choose the correct answer:
1- ( How – What – Who ) Color is your hair?
2- The one who has the nickname "joker" is (bossy – funny –noisy)
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3- The house (are – has – have) got window 4- You can see planes

at the (canal – airport –harbor) 5- They (lives –are living – live) in
Pairs.
7 – Writing:
Write a letter to your pen-friend introducing yourself and your family
members
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
8 – Translation:
1- Translate into Arabic:

There are four seasons in the year. The hottest one is summer.
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
2- Translate into English:

طوكيو ٌي عاصمة اليابان وتقع في الجىوب الشرقي مه اليابان
…………………………………………………………………………………
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Read and match:
1. How old are you?

a) blue eyes

2. She has got

b) I'm twelve

3. You can see

c) is history

4. My favourite subject

d) ships in the harbor

5. Where is Sally?

e) at six o'clock
f) in the kitchen

Read and match:
1. Where are you from?

a) It's Mark's

2. What's your favourite kind of music?

b) England

3. Whose pencil is this?

c) heavy metal

4. Tom and Mary

d) thank you

5. Where is the bank?

e) are my best friends
f) It's next to the cinema

Read and match:
1. What day is it today?

a) is a doctor

2. Bossy is

b) It's Monday

3. Steve's father

c) a nickname

4. The living room is

d) It's September

5. 5. She is short and

e) on the ground floor
f) slim
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Supply the missing parts in the following mini-dialogues:
1.

Carla: How many students are there in your class?
Steve: ………………………………………………………….

----------------------------------------------------------------------------2.

A.

…………………………………………………………….?

B. She is friendly and kind
----------------------------------------------------------------------------3.

Ahmed: ………………………………………………………..?
Ali:

My birthday is on1st June.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Model Answers
Unit 3
(a) Vocabulary
1. Choose the suitable answer(s) between a, b, c or d:

2. Treasurer’s

3. Nomads

4. Thriving

5. sighed 6- globetrotter

7- suburbs

8- in ruins

1- dyed

9- migrate 10- rusting
2. Complete using the following words:

1- abandoned

2- storey

3-industrialized

4- make

5- neighbourhood

3- Rewrite:
1- Governments are sending aid to the refugees.
2- My uncle is a globetrotter.
3- It's a five- storey house.
4- There are a lot of commuters in Cairo.
5- This is a cosmopolitan company.

(b) Grammar
1- Choose the correct word:

1- any

2- a

3- no article

4- any

5-little

6- the

7- no article

8- some

9- lots

10- the

11- an

12- the

13- the

14- No article

15- a
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2- Rewrite the following sentences:
1. I have little money to buy a new car.
2. He bought many loaves of bread last night.
3. Help yourself to a biscuit. There are a few left in the tin.
4. My days are so busy that I have little time for relaxation.
5. There aren’t any plates on the table.
6. She always drinks a lot of water.
7. There aren’t many qualified employees in this company.
8. My brother doesn’t have much information about the new president.
9. I have few friends.

10- I don’t have much time for people like him.
Unit 4
Vocabulary
1- Choose the suitable answer(s) between a, b, c or d:
1- (b) boring

2- (b) terrified

4-(c) disappointing

5-(d) exhausting

6-(a) gripping

7-(b) heroic

9-(a) outstanding

10-(b) dreadful

3-(c) agonizing

8-(c) countless

2- Complete:-

1-Horrific
2-terrified 3-investigate 4-rescue 5- award
3- Rewrite:1-The argument with my friend made me very annoyed.
1- Watching the football match was very exciting.
2- Shopping with my sister made me exhausted, but I enjoyed it.
3- Falling of the chair was very embarrassing.
4- I was very surprised to see you here.
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Grammar
1- Choose:1-(a) the biggest

2-(c) Too

3-(c) as

4-(c) enough

5-(b) longer

6-(b) worse

7-(a) healthier than

8-(c) so clever

9-(a) better

10-(a) the smartest

11-(b) more expensive than

12-(c) enough

13-(d) too

14-(b) too

15-(b) enough

2- Rewrite:1- The shirt is too small to wear.
2- Ahmed is old enough to vote in the elections.
3- This game is cheap enough to buy.
4- This skirt is too small for me.
5- The room is as bid as the hall.
6- Everest is the highest mountain in the world.
7- Ramy has enough money to buy a car.
8- She is not old enough to get married.
9- This lesson is too difficult for me to understand.
10- My camera wasn’t so expensive as his.
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Novel
(1) Answer the following questions:
1- Dr Henry Jekyll asked Mr Gabriel Utterson to promise him that if

he suddenly died or disappeared. It is very important that Mr
Edward Hyde got his full rights from Jekyll's will. Only he got
justice.
2- A purse and a gold watch were found. There was an envelope

addressed to "Mr Utterson".
3- They went to Hyde's house because they wanted to know if

Hyde was the murderer or not.
4- The Inspector found a large pile of grey ashes. It was a part of a

bank chequebook, and a stick behind a door. It was the other
half of the cane.
5- Mr Guest was a student of handwriting and he liked to give

advice.
He would have something valuable to say about the letter.
6- Dr Henry Jekyll gave Mr Gabriel Utterson a letter from Mr

Edward Hyde. Because he was worried about himself if people
knew his connection with Hyde" The murderer" and he didn't
know what he do with this letter.
7- Utterson found him looked near death, very pale, had lost a lot

of weight, lost hair and seemed to have aged quickly.
He was shocked because he found a certain look in his eyes, as if
Dr Lanyon was afraid of something.
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8- The new inheritor was Mr Gabriel John Utterson, not Edward

Hyde.
9DR JEKYLL: was a good

HYDE: made a lot of

doctor.

strange, evil things.

-Did good things for his

-got his revenge by

fellow men.

writing ugly things in

-His reputation was

Jekyll's book and by

unquestionable.

burning things.

-Lived among people, was

-was someone with bad

known to all the world and

reputation.

working for common good.

-lived alone with his dark
secrets.

10- Both of them died, because Hyde returns and nothing can send
him back again and Jekyll doesn't know what he will do, so he
decided to get rid of his life by drunk the poison.
(2) Comment :
1- Dr Henry Jekyll said that to Mr Gabriel Utterson when Mr

Utterson told him that he was worried about his relation with Mr
Hyde and he heard bad things about Hyde.
2- The old lady said that to the Inspector Newcomen and Mr

Utterson when they asked her about Mr Hyde.
3- The Inspector New comen said that to Mr Utterson when they

were at Hyde's house and the Inspector noticed that the servant
was pleased when she knew that he is a policeman.
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4- Mr Guest said that to Mr Utterson when they were sitting

together talking about Sir Danvers' accident.
5- Utterson said that to Dr Jekyll at Jekyll’s house when they were

talking about the murder of Sir Danvers Carew.
6- Dr Henry Jekyll said that to Mr Gabriel Utterson when Dr Jekyll

gave him the letter from Hyde and told him to do whatever he
thought was right because Jekyll had lost confidence in himself.
7- Dr Henry Jekyll said that in his letter to Mr Gabriel Utterson when

he wanted to finish his letter before Hyde comes back again and
then nothing can send him back.
8- Henry’s representative said that to Dr Hastie Lanyon when he

wanted the drawer from Dr Lanyon.
9- Mr Gabriel Utterson said that to Poole when they entered the

laboratory and found Edward Hyde had killed himself with
poison, found the new will and a note addressed to Mr Utterson.
10- Dr Lanyon said that to Mr Gabriel Utterson when he visited him

in his house and he told him that he was dying.
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Poetry
Day
Questions with model answers:1- The poet writes about some of the world’s most wonderful workers
and how busy they are. When a man finishes his task, they still work
hard .
2- Sir Cecil Spring.-Rice.
3- The poem consists of five stanzas, each stanza four lines.
4- It’s aaaa, bbbb, cccc, dddd, and ddd
5- The poet looks at the work the sea does, building continents that will
exist in the future.
6- The poet looks at what the rain does. It doesn’t fall uselessly, it does
an important job helping the grain to grow to feed the world.
7- The sun has an important job and all the planets are aware of this.
The sun’s job is never finished. The poet is a fellow worker. His work
is not as important as unending as that of the sun’s or other things
mentioned in the poem.
8- 'I am busy , ' said the rain .
' When I fall it's not in vain.
Wait and you will see the grain .
' I am busy , ' said the rain .
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Poetry
Tiger
1- The poem is divided into six stanzas of four lines each [4 quatrains].
The first and last stanzas are the same, except for one word change:
"could" becomes "dare.“
2- William Blake
3- The poet describes a beautiful animal, the tiger, how it looks like,
how strong he is & he wonders how God created him in such perfect
shape.
4- "The Tiger" is a poem made of questions. There are no less than
thirteen question marks and only one full sentence that ends with a
period instead of a question mark.
"The first stanza opens the central question: "What immortal hand or
eye, / could frame thy fearful symmetry?" The second stanza questions
"the Tiger" about where he was created, the third about how the creator
formed him, the fourth about what tools were used. The fifth stanza
goes on to ask about how the creator reacted to his creation ("the
Tiger") and who exactly this creator was.
5Tiger! Tiger! burning bright
In the forests of the night,
What immortal hand or eye
Dare frame thy fearful symmetry?
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Paraphrase:
In this stanza, the poet describes how the tiger looks like. He
addresses the tiger that shines and grows with fierce eyes & shining fur
in the forest during he night. He asks the tiger, ”Who created you with
such a beautiful body?”
Figures of speech
Repetition

Tiger! Tiger! / frame - fearful

Alliteration

burning bright

apostrophe

Tiger! Tiger! / they
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Model Exam (1)
1)

- Yes, there is.
- It's next to the butcher's.
- It's over there, on the left.

2)

1- Would you like to go to the cinema with me?
2- My house is huge. There are four rooms and big kitchen.

3)

A. 1- The butcher shouted, "Stop thief" but no one could stop it.
2- It saw another dog with a bone in its mouth.

B4)

3-(B)

4-(C)

1- parents.

2- married

3- bed

4- admire

5- about 5)

1- We often play tennis on Fridays.
2- The house is big with a beautiful garden.
3- Do you like watching science fiction films?
4- Old people usually have got wrinkles.
5- Can you give me your phone number, please?

6)

1- 0n

2- of

3- any

4- reads

5- Whose

8) Translation
Translate into Arabic:
 جزءا42 كان القدماء المصريون أول واس قسموا اليوم الي
Translate into English:
- We live in a modern house with three bed rooms.
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Model Exam (2)
1)

- Do you play tennis on Mondays?
- you like to go to the cinema?
- I do.

2)

Or/ - I enjoy watching the film very much.

1- Would you like to come to my birthday party?
2- What's your father's job?

3)

A1- There are six deserts in the passage.
2- The Turkestan Desert.

B-

3-Gobi

4-sand

4)

1- goes

5)

1- Is there a post office next to the bank?

2- are

3- meat

4- has 5- child

2- My brother doesn't like jazz.
3- What does he look like?
4-You can see ships at the harbor.
5- They like playing the guitar.
6)

1- What

2- funny

3- has

4- airport

5- live

8)a-Translate into Arabic:
يوجد أربع فصول في العام و فصل الصيف ٌو أشدٌم حراري
b- Translate into English:
- Tokyo is the capital of Japan. It's in the south- east of Japan.
Read and match Answers:
1b
2a
3d
1b

2c

3a

1b

2c

3a

4c

5f

4e

5f

4e

5f

Good Luck
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